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Software to Identify and Count Nocturnal Calls of Migrating Birds

Overview 
Our task was to create a program that when given a directory, would
cycle through each .wav file in that directory, determine the species of
the bird in the file, and update a count that corresponds to the number
of time that species has been recorded. This suffered from a lack of
area knowledge (Machine Learning and Signal Processing), a poor
project definition, extremely little data to use or test with, 

Objectives
Our task is outlined above. Specifically, this was done in C# as a Windows-based application. Out of 
the three components including File I/O, Signal Processing, and Machine Learning, the first two have 
been coded completely, while the last is still more open-ended.

Approach
 Met with sponsors weekly to gather customer needs.
 Spent about half the time doing area research as no one had experience with Machine Learning or 

Signal Processing.
 Researched many Signal Processing methods, and picked MFCC.
 Reviewed alternatives for product, which includes a product from Avisoft, Inc.
 Met with Machine Learning professor for help with ideas, but came up short.
 Coded a prototype for the first two detailed components of projects.
 Wrote out recommendations for continuation in report.
 Could not test the functionality as we received barely any data to work with.

Outcomes
 The sponsor now has a better idea of

what this project entails (they appear to
have done very little previous research)

 Sponsor will receive code that can be
used if this project is continued.

 The sponsor has received
recommendations as to what needs to be
done in the future to give the project a
chance at success.

 This project details a problem that has
seldom been solved in the past. We have
given them part of a solution that could be
very useful in the ornithology field.


